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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                    November 13, 2017 

PAL Aerospace and CarteNav Solutions Announce launch of Force Multiplier 

An Industry leading “On Demand” Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance special mission platform 

 

Dubai, United Arab Emirates – Today, on the occasion of the Dubai Air Dhow, DAS, PAL Aerospace announced 

the first public appearance of an On-Demand, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) Special 

Mission Platform named the Force Multiplier. 

Force Multiplier is an Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance platform for special missions operations. 

Ownership, operation, and maintenance are all responsibilities of PAL Aerospace and clients simply acquire 

the actionable data and experience that they require on this industry leading platform. 

The Special Mission platform is equipped with two full mission system suites, AMASCOS®, from Thales, and 

AIMS-ISR® from CarteNav – both mission system software suites which will accommodate a diverse range of 

ISR applications.  Both mission systems will integrate to the Thales SEARCHMASTER® radar which is the highest 

performance-to-weight radar on the market. The solution fits interim and immediate requirements for 

surveillance and/or training missions under an on-demand contracting model.            

PAL Aerospace has operated over 250,000 flight hours of Special Missions and has over 40 Years of Fixed Wing 

Operations and Surveillance Experience.  Our experience as an operator of surveillance missions leaves us 

uniquely qualified to bring this new platform to market with a view towards client needs and future 

innovation.  

Brian Chafe, Chief Executive Officer of PAL Aerospace, stated, “The announcement of this ISR asset is 

transformational for our organization. We are committed to delivering this platform so our customers can 

react when they need it most. We are confident that our clients will appreciate the approach that we have 

taken to provide a flexible, proven, reliable and low-risk solution.”  

Rick Hillier, General (retired – Former Chief of the Canadian Defense Staff), Chairman - PAL Aerospace, LLC 

stated “We are pleased to announce this significant investment at the Dubai Air Show to reinforce our 

commitment to this region and our over 10 year commitment to the people of the UAE.” 

"The entire CarteNav team is excited by the launch of Force Multiplier and are pleased to be a partner on this 

initiative. We are looking forward to delivering advanced ISR mission system and information management 

capabilities for a diversity of end customer’s mission requirements. In addition, Force Multiplier is a platform 

that is ideal for ongoing innovation and advanced product development.” said Paul Evans, President of 

CarteNav Solutions. 
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Speaking of the partnership, Philippe Duhamel, EVP Defence Mission Systems activities at Thales said,  “We 

have a longstanding cooperation with PAL Aerospace where we have commonly addressed the UAE’s and 

other clients’ needs and delivered maritime patrol aircraft with a comprehensive suite of ISR solutions in past. 

Through the Force Multiplier and the collaboration with PAL Aerospace, Thales will be able to further extend 

its service offering and demonstrate our capabilities to our entire global customer base.”  

 

-End- 

 

About PAL Aerospace  

PAL Aerospace is a Canadian aerospace and defence company with a focus on intelligence, surveillance, and 

reconnaissance (ISR) solutions. Recognized by governments and militaries for on time/on budget delivery, and 

high reliability rates, the company has grown globally. This track record of success has led to on-going 

operations around the world.  

About CarteNav 

CarteNav is an ISO 9001:2015-certified company headquartered in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada. From its 

founding in August 2002, CarteNav has become a recognised leader in mission system software that enhances 

situational awareness and improves mission effectiveness on airborne, land-based, and maritime platforms. 

The software is operational on civil, government, military, and paramilitary deployments in over 35 countries 

across 6 continents. Following its acquisition in 2016, CarteNav is now a wholly-owned subsidiary of Provincial 

Aerospace Ltd. and is part of the Exchange Income Corporation (EIC) group of companies. 

About Thales  

Thales is a global technology leader for the Aerospace, Transport, Defence & Security markets. With 64,000 

employees in 56 countries, Thales reported sales of €14.9 billion in 2016. With over 25,000 engineers and 

researchers, Thales has a unique capability to design and deploy equipment, systems and services to meet the 

most complex security requirements. Its unique international footprint allows it to work closely with its 

customers all over the world. 
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Media contacts: 

 

PAL Aerospace Middle East 

Aiham Al Khatib  

akhatib@provair.com 

971.56.236.5044

 

PAL Aerospace North America  
Stephen Dinn  
sdinn@provair.com 
1.709.725.0027 

 

 


